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ACT Konto

non-profit social enterprise founded in 2009, specialized in providing expert accounting services, education and financial consulting for non-profit organizations and social enterprises in Croatia.
Why are we different?
Because,

*all employees (persons with disabilities) are also owners

*we believe in economic democracy

*we know that workers can manage enterprise and make good decisions
Because we employ people with disabilities and we know how difficult it is for them to find a job
Because,

*we reinvest all profit in our own development and in the education and employment of persons with disabilities
*we take care of the environment through green office
*every two years we strive to hire a new person with disabilities.
What we do?
Our plans...
Accounting

*standard bookkeeping, accounting services
*financial consulting
*finance management workshops
*project administration
Šrajbek
*calendar which helps „finance people“ in SA and NGO to organize their work
*it contains deadlines, reminders, important dates
*back side has easy-to-use office exercises to raise concentration and energy
FAIR (Finance, Administration and Accounting (računovodstvo))

*development of online platform in FAIR area of expertise for social enterprises
*capacity building for employees of SA and young unemployed people
*networking of FAIR experts
Work integration

*we are implementing working integration since 2009, but without clearly defined process

PLAN
*create work integration processes in cooperation with ACT Group for bookkeepers and financial administrators

*implement processes with different age groups and different knowledge
THANK YOU

Mail: info@act-konto.hr
Web: www.act-konto.hr